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this is my forever
I skillfully spill soliloquy after soliloquy

It’s simple: C,

silky, see?
oh readers, please!

or not
degree

the difference in degrees determines the
freeze!
Do ill bees sneeze on the pollen they please?

Of no matter,
Mad about the latter
or rather, the hatter
Swing and a miss, batter!
No more rungs on your ladder!
If succulents live off little, how are humans so brittle?

johnathan riley

Questions asked with ease,
How do C’s become F’s?
How do F’s become C’s?
It’s a question of degree

I enjoyed all of your writings, no intent to belittle.
For,
I believe in straight forward!
The opposite: curved back:
only a fool’s stool falls
behind
so move past
or be passed

*sigh*
yet again,
I’ve lost track
My scattered and battered brain refrains to maintain a single
lane
indifferent to rails,
America’s one-direction tale
of success on the trail
but
Back to the time track of attack-tic
my rhyme scheme is out-of-wack-quick
I want to move forward but I only move back, sick:
The seas of time seas-lessly beat against my bow
I spend no energy on the past,
I just live in the now.

Poetry 7

For time
is an endless beating
but it is short
and it is fleeting  
All over the place? I am... but let us converse!
I am made up entirely
of our universe!
And is that not every-thing we traverse?  
I am the universe aware unto itself
eventually I will break free from this physical shelf!
and I will be free
for all of eternity
but for now
I have the privilege
of a soulful physicality’s reality
lacking Lamars “i” gives me realty in a social salary centered on the
entered ether for neither God nor non-believer
you over achiever...
A wordy birdy, I wonder if you heard me? Absurd, see
I speak loudly and proudly without reservation
Like a minister selling ads for each recitation:
it’s an ad-ministration of cohesive. word. creation!
It’s not the first line, it’s the mainline.
Hold on call three? for me?
who could it be?
Ah,
My words wander aimlessly,
or
do they not?
My mind is from the universe,
In case you forgot
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the yellow goddess

andrew mitchell

An Adam’s apple and square jaw can have violent ends,
But maybe mine would soften with blonde A-shaped bangs
And a prescription for estrogen to make amends.
Do you think if I ask the Yellow Goddess
I could have a body like yours? Is my innate desire
Purely fetish or something more? I crave the femininity
That you can provide, the safety of your embrace and the smell
Of whatever color your pixie cut is today. Violet hues
Of pink and the smell of lavender is what the bottle says
But here I am in sweat and piss not knowing who I am
Or what I want as I take my fifth shower of the day
And all the hot water has run out of my soul leaving me
cold, waiting, waiting, for your touch and the Yellow Goddess
To carve me into a woman.

Poetry 9

felicia freeborn

to the people who told me...
I grew up with a society telling me my body takes up too much
space,
that I shouldn’t eat in front of people because
I’d fulfilled my lifetime quota of food,
that nobody would love me and if somebody did
they were to be praised for looking past the rolls in my belly
and
the jiggle in my arms.
I learned what kind of a man could love a girl like me when I
was fifteen
and my best friend’s boyfriend came on to me,
told me I was pretty but I’d be prettier on my knees, and when
I didn’t fall to the ground
at his feet his hands grabbed at my throat until I choked.
He found me every afternoon, told me he’d tell her I wanted
him to leave her
and I only had three friends, so between 3:15 and 4:30 every
weekday,
he’d play with me until one day I didn’t participate because the
night before
I’d swallowed a bottle of Tylenol hoping I’d never see him
again, and while I was
sitting on my bathroom floor, I thought of my mother finding
my body in the morning,
and I stuck my finger down my throat and puked the pills into
the toilet bowl.
I learned a lot about myself that year:
I learned that if a man tells me I’m pretty I’ll do anything he
wants,
and if a man hits me enough times, I’ll stop crying about it,
and if you drink whiskey after you take a bottle of sleeping pills
you wake up covered in vomit and stinking of the death you
didn’t manage to achieve.
I survived high school only to find myself drunk at nineteen
in the middle of a manic episode of a mental disorder I didn’t
know I had,
and I thought I was invincible, that nothing bad could happen
to me,
but there was a man in my apartment with a decade more
experience in life
who drank my vodka and smoked my cigarettes and
put his hands all over my body.
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I knew what kind of a man could love a girl like me, so when he told
me
he was in love with me my body kicked into fight or flight, and I fle
into my bedroom and onto my bed, onto the safe place where I
slept every night,
and I never heard him follow me, and I never heard him shut the
door,
and I remember his hands on my thighs and my dress being flipped
over my head
and his hand pushing into my back, holding me down,
and I remember crying and the word “no,”
and I remember realizing that invincibility didn’t exist and that
this was the kind of man who could love a girl like me.
I’m painfully aware of how much space my body takes up and
how entitled the world feels to criticize it and objectify it,
and even now when men tell me I’m pretty I’m fifteen again, and
my hands instinctively clutch at invisible fingers around my throat
while
my face flushes with embarrassment and excitement, because
these men are doing me a favor in not being repulsed by me, and
even though
their existence ignites a fear in my chest that feels like a bomb exploding, shrapnel flying
through my body, lodging itself in my lungs so I can’t breathe,
I remember what it feels like to have them choke me and hold me
down and I know
I’m safer if I just sit there and take it.
When society tells me that I should be grateful for any attention my
body receives and
when every rejection I’ve ever breathed has been met with strikes to
my cheeks,
how is anyone surprised when I want to climb out of my skin,
when I don’t want to occupy the same space as the men who all
look like him,
like the boy who taught me that saying no was a challenge he would
always win
and the man who confirmed that my fear and my refusal were an
aphrodisiac,
how is anyone surprised when I can’t tell the difference between th

Poetry 11

dwight james iii

learning bachata
Black puffs blend in the air,
cough out of radiators into damaged lungs.
Sosua beach covers the
cracks in the road.
Washed the pavement with saltwashed waves.
Women wear whatever is cool and easy to put back on after a
swim.
Men hiss for fruit, for a holla back.
On the bus we drive past bars, forestry,
shotgun shanty houses tucked between trees.
This is home but we must leave.
Radio towers loom above businesses,
the buzz of flies whirl by cattle
and strays and donkeys or anything fresh and wet.
They follow the Dominicans in
searing split heat.
I have been here and I’ve seen all of this.
The red clay in their palms does not offset me.
I know that even their water can kill.
Palms align like soldiers in a battalion
and bachata in the street corners.
Kids dance with kids of their own, explore body in beat.
Anatomy is not in the curriculum and sensation
gallops like horses in the street.
Lives that retrace in classes unfamiliar and gambled.
Entrepreneurs unrecognized, caged by rip
currents, if only they could surf the distance.
A child coddles a mach glock and aims at us,
deception cold on his face disguised as antic.
This looks familiar.
Destruction has no preference–
how he gets you is only discussed after the fact.
Rivers corroded from enterprise become floating baseball
fields,
little Ortizes run dirt mounds home,
find hope in the swing, swing, swing,
as ball leans against air.
There is freedom in play till the game gets serious,
when it ends. Childhood warps into
middle age, the abstract of getting older faster than you expect.
Litter bugs die here,
trash falls into the soil, splitting seeds,
making plastic hibiscus.
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So fragile—that must be why they die so quick.
During the hunt,
quarter-ripe fruit splays on comiendas.
One of the babies tells me,
“No comida esa.,”
Don’t eat that,
as I’m investigating the green platano peel by peel
after learning how to request it.
(I’ve noticed that the animals, here, are
either wary of human contact or always looking for comfort food,
sliding under the table to pick up crumbs, rotating from plate to
plate.)
At recess, poquita chicas clutch the girls while some play basketball.
They know that we are visiting,
For them, this is home, and this is the closest they’ll ever get to leaving—
they explore the world through ours.
Amongst the few boys, we play basketball,
dribble travel to the rim,
smiles ricochet off backboard, backboard till swish.
They practice with Air-Mamba hearts;
as long as they can find the rim,
they will shoot.
Ain’t no brick on their court.
Dancehall is the only option at getting a shot
at a good time after the day has burned out.
Night is night, black hole infinite,
swallowed whole like stockpiled waves.
You get lost quick in Bachata,
ancient art of baila resuscitated by hermanitos.
They play and dance,
all night, all night,
all night, the same old songs play
till every strong, chord, and break beat breaks

Poetry 13

dwight james iii

zipping back to kite beach
Night:
a banca barred
casas (one story, two, none)
amber lights glaring at mural corners
Sosua beach in the distance
Butterflies bordered on white walls
(i/emigration is year round)
gates short and closed
castle casino (rather out of place)
plot of sprinkled rubble
Cabareta community breeze
the lazy dog cafe
Loteka te Toca
Apts. for rent
Ocean Dream Plaza
A stray wandering Millennium Street
(there are no bones tonight)
Huddled heads of leaves
and miles of black bodies left untraced
unprepared for the stretches between home and school.
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the land of too much

jamie burke

A rusty raspberry sky is the backdrop
for Southern rivers. Every bird I ever met
can’t stop shaking its feathers, drying its
wings, and I am here with you, and I tell
you about each bird, and tell you about
the one article I read about the dolphins
in the trees, and a quote about metaphors
that I can’t remember exactly but try to
explain using another metaphor, and I
tell you about the kids I taught today,
that they learned supersaturation, how
one girl said Ms. Jamie has a lot of hair,
and I tell you how when my hair’s wet I’m
like those birds, my hair takes too long to
dry, and I tell you about the last time
I saw this river alone was when I was
crying over the death of my teacher,
and I tell you the last time I cried
was this morning because I was too
ill to sleep, and a heron walks on the
water and I feel smaller than when
the bird and I first met, and I tell
you this, how long ago it was, at a
beach house, everything decorated
yellow and with dolphins, and how
my hair was even more wild back then,
back when I gave the birds names,
climbed trees, and I tell you about the
last time I climbed a tree was to kiss
a boy who loved me but not enough,
and I tell you about the last book I read,
how I learned about hydrogen’s orbitals,
the last song I heard, my favorite poet,
how the color of the sky makes me think
of this, and the texture feels like that,
and when I look up at you and ask
with my heart how was your day,
you reply with one word, but your eyes
can’t stop saying that you think
I’m far too much being to be with.

Poetry 15

Miami elegy
Before the cells divided, took over her lungs
and suffocated her, my mother and I picked
mangos off my grandmother’s tree
one summer and brought them inside.

bridget fieler

She washed the sap off, showed me how to peel
them tenderly and fed me
little slices of wonder. Sunlight
stained her with nectar as the wind
carried her thick, reddish brown hair
like leaves. She kissed my sticky forehead.
You have so much life, she said.
Coughing, oxygen tanks, visits
to the hospital, her hair defoliating.
I can still see flashing lights out front,
my father standing idle
in the kitchen, my sister’s eyes
dripping. What I can’t see is my mother,
how I felt when they wheeled
the white blanket covering her out of the house.
Now in my apartment, I hold a cold mango
up to my nose, click my nails together
to pass the time. I still feel her lips
placed against my forehead
before she pulls out of the driveway.
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the country
I would like to think that her story begins with a piece of the sky
but my guide		
speaks in floods
the way

so easy to befriend
cold flesh of her cheek

and vulnerable as a scallop
exposed to conceal erosion

t h e

I often wondered how someone who was always hunted managed
to make her smile reach her eyes		
when there was
an ocean		
between her eyes and the light in them
how sunshine and salt			
were no longer happy things
tied to picnics and chocolate but a law of physics where
for every action there is an equal and opposite reaction
and for her
love was mind over matter
a steady sailing even
as her lungs collapsed		
under the weight of a man who said
he would take her home
even as she tolerated men who
reeked of bald luck
who moved like scalpels and stood like glaciers				
boring down on her continent

and whether she was an island still waiting to be fastened to the sea
floor or a green girl darting through a lie until it had convinced
her
that doubt did not exist

Luisa Aparisi-França

her
tin
politeness
exuded
towards
him
waiting
to
light up 		
his ruptured skin with an excuse so
we could get to her car		
his voice packed into the
doorframe		
stupid as stone 		
and she was
so sweet had that air of quicksilver around her
decisions
never taking shape		
her spine never as tall as it could
have been

you could not deny that there was a civil war in that girl
a blue
smile and a gray recollection		
slipping into her bones and
twisting into her kingdom
her topography has since shifted inside a church
where i saw
her get engaged to a man
who lined the pews with sunflowers
and norah jones
her favorites
he is tall and holds his own which is good because she really needed an exoskeleton a container of some sort for her own safety
and as practical as it is of me I hope that she marries a filter and a
fortress
because I have seen her throw up so much flotsam
from her enthusiasm to draw the world in that it soon became
clear that she was missing a critical instinct to keep poison out
or it might’ve been a recessive characteristic in a dangerous environment
the way she shrugged her shoulders		
laugh

or maybe it was her

Poetry 17

that alerted people to the tenor of her voice 		
how it was as breathless
as a white rabbit darting across the dark forest floor
or worse
it had nothing to do with her		
just a score for some stranger to
settle with himself		
a reminder		
a very vivid post it
note

i imagine that their vows will say something along the lines of
may
you never have to walk alone at night again and		
I will be your
border burning bright
a warning to all invaders
and I’m not trying to diminish her when
I say she has become her own country		
or that she needs a
marriage to stay safe because thats hardly any security
im not big
on rom coms or gender roles or even coloring inside the lines but we all
need something from someone and there are so many ways of existing
that I don’t begrudge them if they work better in a state of leaning h i m
as the horizon and her as everything that touches the shore
their
fine lines a recognized boundary
and her country was so young then 		
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and so proud

fiction

“Filling In The Holes” - Tessa Gehringer
Fiction 19

elizabeth sellers

last resort
The thing in her hands is nothing special. A small,
ladylike revolver with six chambers hangs from her fingers as
she looks at me with a blank expression. I meet her eyes for a
second, then stare down at my lap, willing my hands to stop
shaking.
“You’re sure you want to do this?” She sounds almost
taunting. The walls are bare around us while we sit at a metal
table in a solid, off-white concrete box of a room in the
basement of a casino. My first impression of the place is that
it’s clean, no gruesome blood splatters painting the walls like I
had envisioned. The room is silent but for a rushing sound I’m
pretty sure is in my ears alone. I know the door behind me is
locked and bolted, and I’m stuck here. Once you pay to play,
the only way out is to win.
I look at the plain wall as I nod my head slowly. I have
no choice. I will play.
The stranger stands suddenly, taking charge as she
grabbed for the box of bullets on the table. They clink together
as she dumps them out, rolling around like little pills. Pills are
something I’m familiar with- Zoloft, Prozac, Celexa. None of
them worked, none of them helped. I gaze at the little pills on
the table, reaching unconsciously for the closest golden drug.
The woman looks at the bullet as I hold it in my palm.
“Is that the lucky one, then?” I nod again. She holds out
her hand. “Let’s have it then.”
She plucks it from my hand and clicks the revolver so
its egg-stand chamber is popped out of place. She slides the
gold bullet into one of the slots, then, while making eye contact
with me, spins the barrel at an impossible speed. Before it can
slow to a stop, she clicks it back into place. Random, blind luck
will either see me through this, get me the money I need for
new medication or save me the trouble at all.
I tap my fingernails on the metal table, eyeing the gun
in her hands like a last chance. I hate to wish for this woman’s
death, but I’m having trouble wishing for my own. I don’t know
how I want this to end, just that I want it to end soon. There
was a time when it wasn’t so bad, when I first met the love of
my life, our small, intimate wedding, our little honeymoon in
France. How did it get this bad? I suddenly ache for her. Her
soft hands, her warm voice, her comforting presence. But she
doesn’t know that I’m here, and soon, I might be dead, and—
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“How do you want to do this?” Her voice derails my train of
thought. I let myself study this woman. I notice her steady hands,
but her nearly-black eyes are tight. She probably understands the
weight of this illegal game we’re about to play, but she hides her
fear well. She looks nice. Pretty, actually. She doesn’t belong in this
box. I wonder how she got here.
“What do you mean?”
“Well, there’s no set way to do this,” she grimaces. “I’ve never
played before, so I’m not sure what’s best. One way is we can shoot
this thing at each other, it’ll save time and we won’t chicken out.
But I’m not a fan of possibly having murder on my conscience, as
well as whatever happens here.” Shrugging, she says, “we could do it
ourselves, but it might be a little harder. What do you think?”
I weigh the options. “I agree with you. Shooting you would
fuck me up. Can’t get much worse than I am already, of course,”
I try for a laugh, but it dies in my throat. The woman frowns and
shifts uncomfortably. “Right. I think doing it ourselves would be
best.”
“Okay.” We stare at each other again.
“So, who first?”
Suddenly, there is a loud banging on the door. “Let’s get
going in there, you two,” hollers a gruff voice from the hallway.
The woman takes a deep breath, grips the gun in her hand,
and presses it to her temple. “Ladies first?” She asks, not waiting for
an answer. I can’t help but tense up.
“Good luck,” I whisper to her as her finger gently squeezes
the trigger.
Click.
Empty.
The woman’s shoulders sag as she lets out the air she’d been
holding. Her hand visibly shaking, she willingly hands the tiny
revolver to me. It looks even smaller in my hands. She collapses
into her chair and runs her hands through her hair. I watch her
breathing slow before I say anything. I relax back into my chair, not
in any rush to press my luck or the trigger. The room is silent for a
while.
“What’s your name?” I ask her.
“You really think knowing about each other is going to make
this any easier?” She retorts sharply, her confidence from earlier
returning to her voice. I shrug.
“I figure if I’m gonna die, I may as well know the lady who
took whatever I had left. I also figure if I’m gonna end up with your
money, I want to know where it came from.” She looks at me for a
moment, then presses her hands onto the table.

Fiction 21

“Sarah. My name is Sarah.” She tilts her head to the side.
“What about yours?”
“Benjamin. I go by Ben.” She looks down at the table. I
can’t help but question her, she seems too out of place here. “Sarah, if you don’t mind me asking, what does a pretty girl like you
have to do in life to end up in this position?” Her head shoots up
at my comment and she meets my eyes.
“Heroin.” She doesn’t move. “A pretty girl like me has to
shoot up heroin.” I don’t try to hide my surprise. “I don’t anymore,” she answers the question I hadn’t asked. “Went cold turkey. Almost died. But I had a reason to quit.” Sarah shifts in her
chair. “I got pregnant.” My jaw goes slack. Woah.
The door shakes again as the voice outside yells to hurry it
up.
I clear my throat. “Here goes nothing.” I feel a sense of
complete numbness come over me as I hold the cool metal barrel to my right temple. I swallow, watch Sarah’s eyes widen, and
breathe out, lightly pushing the trigger as I do.
“Good luck, Ben,” Sarah whispers.
The hair on my neck stands up. I’ve come close to death,
but never this close.
My wife’s face flashes into my mind. I squeeze my eyes
closed.
Click.
The emotion I feel immediately after can only be described as disappointment. This alarms me more than anything
else.
Then I feel calm.
I steadily lower my hand and set the gun on the table between us. “So, heroin?” I try for nonchalance, but Sarah is staring,
horrified at the gun, afraid to pick it up.
“Um, yeah.” She takes a deep breath. “I stopped using as
soon as I found out about her, but I’d been pregnant for about
three months already. They took my baby away from me until
I got help. And I did. I got help, I’ve been clean for three years.
But now, I’m broke and my baby is still gone and I need money
to prove I’m financially capable of caring for her.” She forgets her
reluctance to tell me about herself, and continues with speed. “I
have a decently steady job, but I need more money for the lawyers. The money I’d win here is more than enough.” Her body
language shifts from afraid to assertive. “I’m getting her back, you
know. Adelaide is her name. I’m getting her back.”
I stare at Sarah. She looks at me with fierce determination.
She snatches the revolver from the table and thrusts the barrel to
her temple. Without hesitation, she pulls the trigger.
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I flinch away in anticipation.
Click.
Sarah’s confident façade slips off her face as she audibly
sighs in relief. She drops the gun onto the table, and I suddenly
realize I have to go through this again. I run the numbers in my
head. Three shots down, three possibly left, two of which would
be taken by me. Any sense of calm I had felt before is washed
away instantly, and I feel the blood drain from my face.
I don’t want to die.
“Ben,” Sarah quietly says. “What’s your story?” She must
know that I’m practically a dead man, that the odds aren’t looking good for me.
“My story?” I cough out a hard, bitter laugh. “You have all
year?”
“Really. I want to know.” Her voice is quiet, and she wraps
her arms around herself. The bangles on her wrist plink together when she shifts.
I sit back in my chair. “Alright. What do you want to
know?”
“How’d you end up here?”
“Major depressive disorder.” Sarah says nothing, and I
continue. “I’ve tried every type of medication, I’ve tried every
type of relaxation therapy. Nothing has really helped. Then, my
wife found out about this experimental drug, Meroxa, or something like that. The problem is it’s not in the US, and it’s really
difficult to get. We tried to pull together the money for it, but we
just don’t have enough.” I put my head in my hands. “I’m hurting her, I know I am. She tries so hard to help me and she does
everything she can. But I’m hurting her.”
“So you want the money to get this drug?” Sarah asks. I
nod but stay silent, and she asks another question. “She doesn’t
know you’re here, does she?”
My body begins to shake. “No.” Sarah presses her lips
together, and it looks as if she’s about to cry. I feel my heartbeat
through my fingertips, and I can’t look at Sarah anymore.“My
wife, she’s everything to me, but I’m tired of pulling her down
with me. I figured this way, I would either get this drug and
make things better, or spare us both the trouble of me living like
this anymore.”
“What is she going to do when she finds out this is what
you did?”
“I can’t think about that right now.” We sit in silence for
what feels like forever. The rushing sound comes back into my
ears, and pins and needles spread through my limbs as I stare
down at the gun in front of me.

Fiction 23

I sniffle and slowly reach for the revolver. Sarah watches the
gun with a deep frown, scared for me, I think. Scared for herself,
too. I think for a second about the possibility of me living through
this. It is possible. I just need to wait for the click. For some reason,
I am captivated by Sarah picking at her fingernails, a habit I used
to have, one that took years to outgrow. I suddenly have the urge to
laugh, but I choke it down.
The door is shaken violently once more, and Sarah and I
tense at the edges of the chairs. “Don’t make me come in there!” The
voice snarls.
“Ben,” Sarah whispers. I close my eyes again as I press the
gun to my head. “Good luck.”
“Okay.” Tears seep from under my closed eyes, but I don’t
open them. “Okay.”
I breathe in, breathe out.
I pull the trigger—
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n o n fiction

“Independance Day” - Marina Williams

Nonfiction 25

kimberly strickland

repentance
The first night my mom and I shared a bedroom
was also the first night she lit the crack pipe in front of
me. We were getting ready for bed, just finishing settling
from moving in. We were in the smallest bedroom of a
singlewide trailer. Each of us had a small dresser, and we
shared the closet. When we were moving, I’d had to get
rid of everything except my clothes, but it wasn’t the first
time I’d had to do that. Two years before, my mom left my
step-dad and clothes were the only things I could take with
me. We had two housemates: The Creep and his son, The
Ass. The Creep was a sixty something year old man, and
his most defining feature was his long, yellow-with-age
fingernails, which ended in natural points. I hated when he
touched me, and he found reasons to grab my shoulder,
my leg, my face, all the time. It was like a spider crossing
my body, ready to strike at the perfect moment. At least we
were never left alone together. The Ass was worse: he had
no sense of right and wrong, tact, or decency. We fought
constantly, and my mom and The Creep would just laugh
over it. I hated my mother for putting me in this situation,
making me live with people who only ever terrified or
infuriated me.
What was worse, my mom no longer hid her addiction from me. For over a year now, I smelled crack in our
house. I was both attracted and repulsed by the smell – a
sour, sickly sweet aroma. Bittersweet. Some nights, when
we were still on our own, she would wake me up and have
me keep watch out the windows: the police were coming,
and we had to keep an eye out. I stayed up all night, scared
out of my mind that we were going to get raided, that I
was going to get taken away – maybe I was dumb, brainwashed, or stubborn, because I didn’t realize then that it
would be a good thing. During the day, she was often sick
enough to ask me to stay home, and I would, taking care
of her. At night, my mom and her boyfriend either disappear into their room or leave me, an eleven year old, home
alone. I had a breakdown one night, tired of playing video
games or watching cartoons on the TV. I was so lonely, so
bored. I made my own dinner, eating snacks, anything I
could find in the house. It was dark outside. Late enough
that I shouldn’t have been alone. My mom’s boyfriend had
an electric razor at the house, and I grabbed it, playing
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around with it until I’d shaved off my eyebrows and my hair. My
mom never commented on it. Never reacted.
That first night at The Creep’s house, mom told me to roll
over, go to bed. How could I, a full size chubby teenager and her
skinny mother. Her bedside lamp was still on, and I heard the
lighter flick, hold, and then the toxic sweetness filled my nose and
lungs. I think she was embarrassed when I rolled over and watched
her. I saw the clear bowl light up, heard the crackle of the drug
burning, and watched the vapor slide through the steel wool filter.
I’m not sure how I felt at the time, but I think it was pain – I can
almost never remember physical pain. She breathed out, and the
bittersweet smell filled our lives, and emptied our souls.
She snuck out of the house that night, crawled out like a
teenager on her way to a kegger, terrified her parents were going to
catch her.
We moved around a lot, staying with friends who also did
drugs, who didn’t judge her for dragging her daughter to the dealer’s house, or for letting her teen daughter get just as drunk as the
adults. My mom had friends who defended her to the end, even
when she stole the $80 I had earned over Easter break, babysitting the neighbor kids. They defended her when I told them about
opening up Christmas presents, and there be nothing in the boxes.
She had taken and sold all my Christmas gifts for drugs, and she
expected me to be okay with it. She lied, promising to buy more for
me. I’m a wrong for hating her? For loving her, even when she told
me she should have aborted me?
*
She started actively dying when I was sixteen. She went to
the hospital several times, each case involving her lungs. Once was
pneumonia, then bronchitis, a partially collapsed lung. The lung
was last visit before we got our own place. Each illness was rooted in
my mother’s addiction. She couldn’t escape the desire to be high, to
escape her sober world.
I loved our new place, crappy trailer or not. I had my own
room and bathroom for the first time in five years. My mom’s room
was on the other side of the house – far enough that I could pretend to ignore her yelling for me, “make me a drink, I’m hungry,
come hang out with me.” I had a large bed, snug on the floor in the
corner. That’s when I fell in love with windows, because I could
always look outside and see a world different from the one inside.
It was the first window I had control of in years, and on Saturdays, I
would lay on my bed, the window wide open, I’d read my life away.
Fantasy books were my only escape, and I thrived on them. Normal
parents and teenagers had fights about curfews and grades.
of starvation and the cold winter nights when drugs took preceNonfiction 27

dence over electricity. My mom would ground me by taking away
my books, or with the worst punishment: herself. She’d force
me to sit in the living room with her. We had a couch, a chair, a
loveseat, and an entertainment system. All of it belonged to the
landlord. She would sit on the recliner and smoke pack upon
pack of cigarettes, watching stupid movies or stupid soap operas
and complain: her life was so fucking hard. Those were the days I
imagined killing her myself. Straddling her on her stupid recliner, and choking the life from her skinny little neck.
I lost it once, sometime during the last year of her life. It
was sunny, not too warm or cold, with thin filtered light coming
in through our screen door. I was in my bedroom, probably reading when a huge thud shook our tiny trailer. My mom’s boyfriend
was knocking on her bathroom door, and with me there he tried
to open it. She lay sprawled on the ground, her pants down and
the last of her pee soaking into her jeans. I called 911, while her
boyfriend cleaned her up, hid her tools. The dispatch coaxed her
drug out of me. The first responders who revived her were the
first and only people to yell at my mother for being a bad parent.
I yelled at her afterwards. She was still sitting, half naked on her
bed while I screamed that I would move out, that I would never
talk to her again if she smoked crack. I never saw her do it again,
and in that same moment I knew her worst fear was me leaving
her. I suddenly had a terrible power, and I had no idea how to use
it.|
*
Before my mother died, she was getting better. She’d left her
third hospital visit in as many months to go to a rehab facility.
Not a drug rehab, though she’d moved from crack to prescription
pain pills in a matter of months, but a place where she could get
her strength back. I thought that it would be good for me to move
out then – two transitions in one. I had been accepted to FSU, I
was going to graduate with flying colors. My choice had nothing
to do with her, except that I was tired of being her caretaker. My
mother begged, begged, me to stay. Over the phone, in person.
It got to the point that I’d ignore her, dying or not. I was going to
do what I wanted to do. The guilt from not going to see her, from
fighting with her, from choosing me over her has stayed with me.
I have a hard time, still, choosing myself.
An overdose, they told me, a suicide attempt. She was still
alive, though barely. I remember holding her hand, watching as
the hospice people baptized her, as palliative care dosed her with
morphine, as nurses made sure her catheter was clear and clean,
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and emptied when she used it. She couldn’t talk, the respirator was the only thing truly keeping her alive and mute,
even if she was conscious. I went home, because I had to
go to school. My mother’s heart officially stopped beating
during my first period—a Monday morning. I should have
stayed with her.
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ANDREW MITCHELL

I Don’t Know What You
Expected After a Summer’s
Worth of Therapy
“So this is real, then,” my mother stated. She didn’t
need to ask. I didn’t need to say yes. The reality of driving
me back and forth to eleven weekly sessions with my gender therapist had begun to sink in for the both of us. Even
though I lacked the courage to express myself to her, it was
impossible that she hadn’t noticed the transformation beginning to take place; the details weren’t capable of being ignored any longer. Maybe it was the copy of Katze Bornstein’s
Gender Outlaw I had purchased from Barnes & Noble two
days prior. Or perhaps, after doing my laundry all summer,
she had finally allowed herself to wonder if it was really my
girlfriend’s clothing that kept ending up in the wash – the
lingerie from Victoria’s Secret, the raglan-style nightdress
from Forever 21.
We sat in silence in the front seat of my parents’ Land
Rover for the two minutes it took to finish following the canopy road to the driveway of the rental house we’d been living
in all summer. I wanted my mother to say something else,
anything else, as we pulled up alongside one of our landlord’s
massive staghorn ferns, chained to a limb overhanging the
drive. Half-answers to all the questions I’d hoped she’d ask
played Katamari in my head, my cluster-fuck of emotions
attempting to conceal my craving for more than the basest
acknowledgment of an aspect of my identity that I was still
not done denying.
The SUV came to a stop beside the stone path to the
front door, and my mother let the car idle for a moment
while I contemplated escape. Our groceries thawed in the
backseat of the car, the A/C barely shielding them from
Florida’s summer heat. I stared down at my iPhone, opening
an app at random. Her eyes remained straight ahead, looking
out past the dashboard and through the trees on the other
side of the dirt and sand expanse that was not really our front
yard.
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My mother broke the silence. “Your Aunt Pam might be coming
over for dinner tonight.” She wouldn’t. She never did.
“That’s good,” I replied. It wasn’t. If my mother had offered,
it meant Pam was off her medication again, and that the two
months she spent in rehabilitation had failed to leave a lasting impression. It was easier to engage in small talk, though,
to avoid larger issues. To pretend that the views we don’t share
don’t exist for a while. My brother came to the front door to
meet us and assist in the migration of the groceries. The two of
us took turns schlepping the brown paper Whole Foods bags
from the backseat to the kitchen counter while my mother
unpacked everything. My brother was visibly excited, enough so
that my mother and I once again temporarily put off speaking
of the inevitable. His hard work in flying with the local youth
circus had finally paid off, and he would be catcher for their
trapeze team during their winter performances. I smiled, put
my hand on his shoulder. My mother beamed at the news. It
wasn’t the easiest sport, or the safest, but she was proud of him
and insisted we had to celebrate. In our family, some risks were
more acceptable than others.
“Did you tell your father yet?”
“No,” he replied, shaking his head. “He’s been on the back
porch on his phone since I got home from school.” Together,
the three of us looked out at the porch through the glass sliding doors. My father was having an animated discussion with a
client or a business partner on the other end of his call, and he
was waving his arms around as though the person could somehow see his frustration. If he took notice that anyone else was
home, he didn’t show it. His eyes were fixated on architectural
blueprints spread across the wicker coffee table before him, and
in the brief moments when his focus wavered, his attention was
drawn to his half-empty bottle of Stella Artois leaving a ring of
condensation on his legal pad.
“Well,” my mother said as we turned away, “you’ll have to
tell him when he comes back inside. We’ll go out to dinner this
weekend before he leaves on his business trip Sunday.”
My brother nodded, and slunk back into his room to play
Call of Duty. Still lost in thought, I milled around the dining
room while my mother finished with the groceries, wedging the
last condensation-drenched bag of peas between gluten-free
chicken tenders and organic pizza bagels.
“I really wish we had our old fridge,” she muttered, wiping her hands on her jeans. She closed the door and let out an
exasperated sigh. “I miss that extra space.”
“Yeah, me too,” I said, running my fingers over the backs
of the dining room chairs. My nails were painted a light aquaNonfiction 31

marine, a color that the dollar store brand had incorrectly labeled
‘Florida blue’. I paused halfway around the table. “Thanks, by the
way, for taking me to my therapy session today.”
“Of course, sweetie,” my mother replied, smiling. “You
know your father and I are always happy to help you. We’ll do
whatever we can.”
“Thanks. I feel like Heather and I really covered a lot this
time.”
“That’s good.” She wouldn’t press the matter, instead
concentrating on wiping off the counter around the sink with a
wet paper towel and some dish soap. Her hand was stopped by
a long-established stain, and she spent a few minutes scrubbing
hard as she could to remove the blemish, to no avail.
“Actually, we were – or, well, I was just wondering...,” I
started, stumbling over my words, “if you’d be willing to have a
joint session with me sometime. So that maybe we could, you
know...start to talk about everything that’s going on with me right
now. About my gender.”
My mother stopped wiping the counter. “I’ll look over my
schedule and we’ll try to come up with something before you go
back to school.”
I nodded hesitantly, unsure of myself, and reached into
the plastic Barnes & Noble bag from two days prior, which I had
left on the wet bar. I retrieved the other book I’d purchased that
day, and showed it to my mother. Transgender 101. “Let me know
if you wanna borrow this sometime, too... okay?”
She didn’t say anything, just smiled, before throwing out
her dirty paper towel and retrieving a casserole dish from the
cupboard so that she could start preparing dinner. I sheepishly leafed through the introduction of the book in my hands as
though that would indicate what I wanted from her. Despite the
hints I had left over the years, the small snippets of conversation
whispered between us about my struggle to understand my gender, she had not prepared for this outcome. She was not ready to
accept that my gender dysphoria was anything more than another manifestation of intrusive thoughts brought on by obsessive
compulsive disorder. Every time we’d discussed my concerns over
gender, even though such interactions were brief and far between,
she fell back on the belief that my feelings would simply go away
over time. That even when I started seeing a gender therapist
three months prior, I would come to see that my confusion was
simply a product of my mental illness and that I would recognize
how ridiculous the concept sounded.
Transgender. Not my son.
Our conversation petered off and I left the kitchen, still
somewhat shaken. I made my way to my laptop, to seek solace
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in thecompany of my girlfriend, who was hundreds of miles
away. Soon I would bze able to touch her again, to have physical
contact with my other half, and I would not have to hide such
a huge part of myself anymore. I could express gender beyond
the panties I wore underneath my basketball shorts, or the black
maxi dress I would model for myself in secret in the bathroom
mirror. My own space, to be wholly myself, and attempt to
undo the damage done during my time at ‘home.’
During our session, my therapist had asked if I was
ready to choose a new name for myself. Perhaps what Heather
was truly asking is if I was ready to accept the real me – if I was
willing to recognize and come to terms with the woman inside.
My new name, my chosen name, would represent not only my
new identity but would be how I would someday be addressed
by the rest of the world. It was exhilarating, if not utterly terrifying. But despite my heart’s certainty, my doubts remained
– my fears, ingrained deep in my mind, that perhaps my mother was right. That maybe this was all just some sick, perverted
fantasy that I had played out for far too long. Once again, I had
asked Heather for her opinion on my doubts, for reassurance
that the path I was on was the right one.
“I can’t ever tell you that you’re transgender,” Heather
said, reclined in her leather desk chair in her dimly lit office.
The drawn curtains blocked out the invasive sunlight, creating
a safe space and a shelter where I felt I could comfortably admit
my most profound fears. I sat across from her, hunched over
in a viridian velvet armchair, staring at my feet. She continued,
saying, “I can only tell you that the behaviors that you exhibit
are typical of the experiences of my other trans clients. I can’t
give you all the answers, unfortunately. It’s up to you to decide
if you’re trans.”
I nodded, breathing deeply. “I know that I’m trans. I’m
certain.”
Heather smiled, and quickly scribbled a note on her pad
for my file. “I’m glad that we’ve reached a point where you can
start to say that with confidence. You never would have been
comfortable with this just a few months ago.”
“Like I said earlier, I’m already having some of my
friends address me using female pronouns. And it feels really,
really good. I can’t explain just how amazing it is to be referred
to as ‘she’ for the first time in my life.” I paused, swallowing. “It’s
just that…a new name is such a huge step. I know it’s not a physical change or anything, but….”
“It’s okay to be afraid, Andrew, but look at all that you’ve
accomplished so far. You should be proud of where you are
today. And soon, your parents will be on the same page you
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are. We just need to figure out what page that is, and decide just
what kind of a woman you’ll be.”
I looked up at her, forgetting for a moment the professional
nature of our relationship and instead hearing her praise as if it
were coming from a friend. She was right. I still haven’t figured
out who I am as a woman quite yet, but one day, I will. For now,
I’ll just call myself Amber.
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